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Please refer to Annexure I3 for a description of the Sponsored Listings available on the Uber 
Eats platform. 

13.3 List all the restaurants and non-restaurants that have purchased your paid for ranking 
packages on a weekly and monthly basis for the period January 2017 to June 2021. 
Please also indicate each restaurant’s and non-restaurant’s monthly spend on ranking 
packages over this period. 
Not applicable – please refer to the response to question 15 above. 

13.4 The total value of ranking packages purchased by the restaurants and non-
restaurants per category segment, each year for the period January 2017 to June 2021 
. Alternatively, provide the proportion (in %) of ranking packages purchased by 
restaurants and non-restaurants per segment, each year for the period January 2017 
to June 2021. 
Not applicable – please refer to the response to question 15 above. 

13.5 Provide documents and/or reports that show and discuss how the paid for ranking 
packages benefit (or have benefited) each business user that has purchased them. 
Not applicable – please refer to the response to question 15 above. 

G. COMMISSION FEES 
14. Do the commission fees charged increase or change overtime? if yes, indicate after 

how long do they change or increase and provide the historical changes in 
commission fees for all restaurants and non-restaurants for the period January 2017 
to June 2021.  
Commission fees can change, either because a restaurant may have been offered an 
introductory service fee (applicable for a limited period of time), or has changed the service 
options it has taken up (e.g. pick up, BYOC, etc.), or a result of negotiation between the 
parties. 
Please refer to the Financial Information spreadsheet attached as Annexure D  

 for information on service fees which may have changed over 
time. 

H. CONSUMER DATA, STUDIES AND PRICING 
15. Provide consumer analytic studies and/or reports that discusses: 
15.1 Consumer multihoming; 
15.2 Consumer search and ranking statistics in terms of the proportion and number of 

consumers that order from the (i) top five ranked restaurants and non-restaurants and 
(ii) bottom five ranked restaurants and non-restaurants. 

15.3 Consumer search and ranking statistics in terms of the proportion and number of 
consumers and click throughs on the (i) top five ranked restaurants and non-
restaurants (ii) bottom five ranked restaurants and non-restaurants. 
Uber Eats does not have any analytic studies or reports that discuss these topics. 

16. Provide documents and /or reports on how your platform uses the consumer data 
collected. Please also explain the following: 

16.1 Whether the consumer data is used for personalised consumer pricing. If yes, provide 
reports and documents (preferably in excel) on how prices might or differ across 
different categories of consumers; 
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Uber Eats does not structure its pricing to Eaters based on consumer data. 
16.2 Whether the consumer data is used for personalised consumer promotions. If yes, 

provide reports and documents (preferably in excel) on how promotions might or 
differ across different categories of consumers; 
Please refer to the response provided to question 7.1 above for an explanation of how Uber 
Eats  
Please refer to Annexures G1 to G72 provided in response to question 4.4 above, which 
contain detailed information on promotions for the period January 2017 to July 2021. 

17. In terms of the algorithms, provide the following: 
17.1 How the algorithms work and the weight of each factor taken into account in 

determining ranking; 
17.2 How the inclusion of certain variables might change ranking; 
17.3 Whether algorithms change overtime. If yes, provide historical changes in algorithms 

and explain how such changes have affected ranking. 
Please note that Uber Eats has not been able to prepare responses to questions 17.1 to 17.3 
above within the limited time available to respond to the Commission's letter.  Responses to 
these questions will however be provided as soon as possible. 

I. DATA ACCESSED BY BUSINESS USERS 
18. Provide a sample of meal reports and customer data that you make available to 

restaurants and non-restaurants. Please also indicate: 
Please refer to Annexure Q for a document which explains the functionality of the restaurant 
manager interface, which includes an indication of the meal reports and customer insights 
that are available to a merchant. 

18.1 Whether the meal reports and other data made available differ per restaurant and non-
restaurant or per segment; 
No, these are standard per segment and vertical (i.e. restaurant and non-restaurant). 

18.2 Whether the meal reports and other data made available to restaurants such as 
McDonald, KFC and Famous Brands differ to those made available to other 
restaurants, in particular independent or SMB restaurants; 
No, these are the same for all restaurants. 

18.3 The nature and type of customer data and/ or information made available to restaurant 
and non-restaurants; 
Please refer to Annexure P provided in response to question 18 above, which illustrates the 
type of data merchants have available to them. 

J. NON-RESTAURANT OPERATIONS 
19. Provide the following information regarding your non-restaurant operations: 
19.1 When did you launch your non-restaurant operations? Please provide the rationale 

for commencing these operations; 
Uber Eats' non-restaurant operations launched officially on the 6th of April 2021 in response 
to COVID level 5 lockdown. 






